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Leon wanted to believe that he had the power to defeat dragons; he was almost sure
that dragons and megalodons were mortal enemies. One controlled the sea and the
other the skies, one couldn't approach the other because they would lose their own
terrain advantage… Leon could kill megalodons because he could fly above their
reach. Besides, Magma Spear could burn the flesh of the enemies for quite a while.
That being said, he only could because the megalodons could only defend themselves
inside the ocean… outside, they were quite weak. However, Leon had not a single
advantage over dragons… the real dragons, not those earth dragons. It was almost
stupid to compare them.

"What is the plan?" Mafuyu asked, looking at the pale Leon.

It didn't look like that dragon could regenerate its body parts so that it could be killed.
The problem was the fact that it had to be killed three times. If Leon could attack its
heart, it would be great, but the creature was too big and the scales to thick for him to
do that alone.

"Cut the heads," Leon answered. "It is the only option."

"I doubt that we have the power to do it," Mafuyu analyzed the monster. "The necks
are far too thicker for us to cut down."

"I will do it," Leon affirmed. "You guys just draw the attention of the monster and
dodge the attacks."

Leon wasn't expecting much, he even considered the hypothesis that they might leave
him to die at the start of the battle, but he just needed a few seconds, if they worked as
baits for a few seconds, it would be more than enough.

"All right… we will act as baits," Mafuyu nodded. "What exactly do you plan to do?"

"Soon, you will see, just do your best to draw the monsters' attention for a while,"
Leon said. "After that, you can hide if the monster does something unexpected."

Mafuyu nodded and then started to move with his underlings, while he was trying to
approach without being noticed, Leon flew to the ceiling above the dragon. He moved



slowly in order not to be seen; he even made a wall of earth to simulate the dungeon's
walls. Eventually, he reached the point but soon started to approach the beast when the
creature saw Mafuyu and the others.

The earth dragon used to heads to shot earth arrows toward them, but with their speed,
they managed to evade the attacks. In the meantime, Leon landed on the monster's
nape.

"Some people say that the eye of the storm is the safest place to be… I will confirm
this theory now."

Leon shot several Fire Arrows at the point where the three necks were connected, and
when he confirmed that there wasn't anything blocking the path, he made his spears
spin and dug in the dragon's flesh. Leon saw the moment clearly when the dragon felt
shivers; soon after, the dragon started to tremble.

"GUUUUUUUUUUUUUUYYYYYYYYYAAAAAAAAAAHHHH!"

Leon heard a scream like no other; his eardrums trembled, and he felt like he almost
went deaf, but he didn't stop. The dragon stopped its attacks and moved its necks to
see what was happening. Even though its necks were long, the dragon only saw Leon
attacking, the monster itself couldn't attack the invader. The beast tried to shake its
body to drop Leon, but he wasn't touching the dragon; he was flying using small earth
platforms under his feet. So, it didn't do anything.

"GUUUUUUUUUUUUUUYYYYYYYYYAAAAAAAAAAHHHH!"

The creatures screamed in pain and trembled again, Leon was causing enough damage
to make the beast scream from the depths of its soul, he could kill it, he just have to be
a bit patient. Then it happened, the beast made its paws hit the ground several times,
and thousands of earth spikes appeared at the top of that area. A rain of earth spikes…

Leon used one of the steel spears to protect himself; he destroyed every spike, but it
looked like their numbers would never decrease, and they were sharp as hell since they
also were damaging the earth dragon's skin.

Leon used another Magma Spear, and that made the rain of spikes stop, but it also
made the dragon roll around like a dog trying to get rid of its fleas. Leon managed to
escape before being smashed, but he left a present behind. He stuck the spears very
profoundly in the monster's back, and that sudden movement only made the spear
pierce the beast's flesh even more.



Thanks to the pain, the monster forgot about Leon for a second, and he used that
opportunity to move to the blind spot of the creature, which was the top of one of its
head. When the pain decreased, the beast finally turned its body and looked for Leon,
but he was faster and was already back on the monster's back. However… his spears
broke.

"Fantastic…"

Even though the steel spears were thick and made of steel, it didn't support the weight
of the monster. Or perhaps the magma also deformed the spears… either way, they
were gone, and Leon would have to improvise.

"I guess it is your turn now…"

Leon equipped his sword, and with all his might, he pierced the wound in the dragon's
back.

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Swordsmanship.

You obtained 01 status points.
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